Hinged and panel fly screen assembly instructions

Each fly screen kit contains the following items which will build 2 complete fly screens

- 8 corner pieces
- 4 lift off hinges
- 2 or 4 turn buttons depending on screen size
- Rubber beading
- 8 sections of Aluminium framing depending on screen size
- Mesh insertion tool
- 10 screws for hinges and turn buttons
- Fly mesh
1. Using a hacksaw, cut the frame to give you the finished size, allowing for the corner pieces.

2. Assemble the frame by pushing the corner pieces into the frame.

3. Lay the assembled frame on a flat surface with the inner groove facing you. Place the mesh over the panel and start to push the rubber gasket into the groove using the tool supplied. Trim off any excess mesh with a sharp Stanley knife.

4. Using the supplied screws, secure the hinges to the screen frame.

5. Once the screen has been hung in position secure the turn buttons in place to hold the fly screen panel closed.

NB If a cross brace is supplied, first cut to size, insert clips, and rest in the groove before the mesh and gasket are fitted.